










USE & WASHING TIPS 

BROAD air purifier will start to run just by plug-in. It's appropriate to 

work all the year around due to low power consumption (more detailed 

information can be seen on the product parameter). It can be turned off 

when you are on business travel 

To keep the best air purification, the electrostatic cleaner needs to be 

washed when it's covered by dust (thickness 1/16 inch). The washing is very 

simple, and it only takes several minutes to wash by using ultrasonic cleaner 

or detergents (the cleaner must be dried after washing) 

Active carbon is a consumable material (to be replaced every 1 -2 

month). It's not expensive and can be supplied life-long 

You can also entrust BROAD service department with the washing and 

maintenance work 

You will have mixed feelings when witnessing the ink-like waste water 

after washing. How dirty the air is and how lucky our family is! 

FILTRATION EFFICIENCY TESTING 

1. Use cardboard or plastic sheet to shelter the large
part of the air outlet, and make sure that unfiltered air
doesn't leak in from the air outlet (actually, there will be
a certain amount of mixed air inevitably) 

2. Aim the detecting port at the air outlet precisely and 
detect the particle data after purification (use BROAD
Air Monitor or other dust detecting device) 

3. Aim the detecting port at the air inlet precisely and 
detect the particle data before purification. Purification 
efficiency=(data before purification-data after 
purification)/date before purification

4. Normal filtration rate for RM2.5 is ;;,,95% (considering the
mixed dirty air, actual filtration rate has reached 99%), 
otherwise the cleaner needs to be washed

ABOUT OZONE 

1. Electrostatic cleaner will release trace amount of ozone
which can kill bacteria and make the air fresher. When 
sunlight is absorbed by plant for photosynthesis, it will 
produce ozone as well. People could smell a scent of
ozone from bed sheets and clothes in the sun, which is
the so-called sun smell 

2. Ozone is made up of three oxygen molecule, which 
cannot stay in human body and brings no long-term 
harm. For rooms without ventilation for a long time, 
the smell of ozone will be enhanced. Under such a 
circumstance, we should open the window 

3. According to international regulation, ozone
concentration of less than 0.05PPM is normal

ABOUT CRACKLES 

1. There may be crackles when fiber or mosquitoes enter
the electrostatic cleaner, but it is harmless to human
body and people won't get electric shock since the 
current is less than 1 mA 

2. Frequent crackles can warn us that the cleaner is 
probably full of dust and needs to be cleaned





Model TB400  TA1000 TA2000  TC4000 TC5000

Area up to (Sqft) 1270 1900 3800 7600 9500

CADR (CFM) 170 250 502 1008 1260

Dimension (inch) 10 x 7 x 30 13 x 9 x 33.5 12.5 x 9 x 61.5 19.5 x 15 x 102 19.5 x 15 x 126

Power comsumption 13 ~ 30 W 28 ~ 62 W 61 ~ 126 W 80 ~ 360 W 110 ~ 500 W

1. Application area depends on the degree of environmental pollution.
2. Since there is nearly no filtration resistance for the electrostatic dust cleaner, the power consumption is 

extremely low. It is economical to work continuously 24 hours unless there is no one in the room.

3. Warranty: 2 years from the date of purchase.
 

Note:
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